+Rorschach Card III Organic Responses Fragmented Integration
Aubrey,
It probably is a product of the kind of fragmented integration that accompanies some
forms of brain damage. It is grossly over scored, but when a real one appears, it
almost always occurs in the protocol of someone with neurological impairment.
Most of the time, we interpret Pure F as an indication that the individual does not
incorporate the subtleties and nuances of the card in the response. If Pure F is placed
in a blend, this meaning is lost.
Barry
From: Rorschach_List@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Washington, Aubrey O.
Sent: Tue 10/16/2007 12:22 PM
To: Rorschach_List@yahoogroups.com
Subject: RE: [Rorschach_List] Is F implied in movement responses?
Barry,
Could you talk a little about what Pure F in a blend does mean? I have seen it a few
times, most often on Card III, but also on some other cards. In most cases, it seemed
to me to be more related to casual or passing reference to the Pure F object than to a
serious cognitive impairment. But, then, I have not seen it often enough to have a
good internal data base.
Aubrey
-----Original Message----From: Rorschach_List@yahoogroups.com [mailto:Rorschach_List@yahoogroups.com]On
Behalf of Barry Ritzler
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2007 11:06 AM
To: Rorschach_List@yahoogroups.com Subject: RE: [Rorschach_List] Is F implied in
movement responses?
It is not accurate. There is plenty of form in this response and you do not have to add
a Pure F in the blend. You have it as an explicit factor in the FC and FC' and as an
implicit factor in the m. Pure F in a blend is a very rare response and when it occurs,
it destroys the usual meaning of Pure F.

Barry
From: Rorschach_List@yahoogroups.com on behalf of all things dramatic
Sent: Mon 10/15/2007 3:51 PM
To: Rorschach_List@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [Rorschach_List] Is F implied in movement responses?
It seems from reviewing the workbook that in a blended response, you might have
movement with form listed separate- I have a student in my personality course that
would like to ask the group about his response:
This is the response: Card III
What might this be?
“At first glance it kinda looks like a drink (repeat response). Just it looks like a
martini glass. It looks like the top portion of a martini glass. It looks like something
that would be bubbling and steaming from the martini glass like some hot cocktail.
Perhaps you’re burning alcohol in it.”
What about the blot makes it look like a martini glass?
“The shape of the bottom portion glass here. Of course there is no stem featured.”
Can you outline it for me so I can see it?
(Patient points to the bottom of the glass on the card).
What makes it look hot?
“It looks like black smoke coming out of the glass and the red always strikes me to be
a hot color.”
This is what my student scored, Ddo 99 F.ma.FC'.FCu Fi, Hh
Is this scoring accurate?

